French farmer finds the FarmPRO
and AGRIFLEX to be stable partners!
Customer:
Multitrav LOEUILLY
Location:
North of Paris, France
Machine used: DEUTZ-FAHR 6190TTV
Application: Agriculture and Allied
Tires in use: FarmPRO 13.6R36
354 AGRIFLEX 380/90R50

Multitrav LOEUILLY, an agricultural contractor is
located in the region north of Paris in France. They
have a DEUTZ-FAHR 6190TTV tractor equipped with
Alliance FarmPRO size 13.6R36 in the front and the
new IF tyre 354 AGRIFLEX in the rear axle, size
380/90R50.
The machine has completed 1717 hours, of which 250
hours were dedicated to fertilizer seeding. The
machine spends typically 30% of the time on road and
70% in the fields.
The work area being vast and distances long, the work
cycle could take up to 4hours per job. The soil is
loamy, without stones. The terrain comes in different
types which includes slopes and flat swathes of land.
They bought these tyres for one application - fertilizer
sowing in 1500 hectares for about 250 hours.
This is the first experience for the driver with the
narrow Row Crop tyres. He feels that the tyres provide
good stability for the machine. The machine is
exceedingly stable with on slopes with a 2500 kg
seeder attached to its three point hitch. The tyres also
handle the ruts in the fields easily and can cross such
fields easily without losing stability.

There is very less slip and very good traction. The
drive on roads is also very smooth.
There is no road noise intrusion into the cabin. The
driver is pleasantly surprised with the good tread wear
even with so much distance covered on the road.
The driver is very satisfied about the tires and thinks
that this technology is interesting for beets and maize
sowing and would like to fit IF on one other tractors
due to its good performance on slopes.

